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Language ii:t Education: A Singapore Perspective* 

s. Gopinathan

Introduction 

Language policies have always figured prominently in the concerns 

of Singapore in general and of education in particular. Indeed, Singapore's 

founder, Raffles, held that Raffles Institution should offer instruction in 

the native languages and in addition,�some instruction in English not only 

because he thought the study of language and culture valuable in itself but 

because "education must keep pace with commerce in order that its benefits 
,, 

may be assured and its evils avoided"J A further clue to its importance is 

available in the fact that whenev� major decisions on education policy had 

to be taken these were expressed in terms of language rather than objectives, 

content etc. In the twentieth century, especially after 1920 the major 

watersheds in the development of education in Singapore had also to do with 

language. Indeed, it may be said that the major feature of the separate 

school systems that evolved in Singapore was differences in media of 

instruction. 

Constraints and Opportunities in Policy Formulation 

It is easy enough to see why language policies merit so 1111ch 

attention. Language, after all, has consequences for the nature and extent 

of political and civic participation, ethnic equality and social mobility, 

for both ethnic identity and inteJ."-ethnic relations, increased individual 

competence in a multi-lingual state, ton� a few. 

If, however, the subject has been one of considerable concern and 

experimentation it is also true that the attention paid to it has not 

resulted in any unanimity of agreement except perhaps in the area of 

objectives--. Though there is a consensus for a widely acceptable and 

* This is ·an extensively revised and enlarged version of the article entitled
"Developing a Language Policy for Education in Singapore" contained in
William Crewe (ed.) The English Language in Singapore, 1977, published by
Eastern universities Press, Singapore.



efficient language policy and the need for bilingualism in particular, there, 

however, continues to be considerable disagreement over strategies proposed 

for the achievement of objectives. It is perhaps inevitable that this should 

be so�or an analysis of some of the major fa�tors influencing language policy 

in Singapore will show just how complex the situation is. 

In the first instance Singapore's ethnic heritage has resulted in a

situation of severe linguistic heterogeneity. � Consideration as to what 

�nstitutes language i� inevitably involved when mapping linguistic diversit.y) 1

01\e study (Kuo, 1976) proposes the following classification:· five major 

(English, Malay, Tamil, Mandarin and Bokkien) and three minor (Teochew, 

Cantonese and Hainanese) languages. Yet another scholar (Lee S.L., 1972)has 

suggested that a student in school ex>uld have as many as eighteen potential 

linguistic environment that he could have come from. The convenient formula 

of' four official languages with one as the national language is therefore a 

generalisation of a complex situation and more importantly a hindrance to our 

understanding of the pedagogical consequences of our language policies. For 

example, the Indian ethnic group, in a more acute way than the Chinese, is 

also confounded by the problem of dialects/languages. The existence of sub

groups speaking Malayalam and Punjabi (whose scripts are different from Tamil) 

ought also to be borne in mind in compiling a picture of linguistic diversity. 

A seex>nd major factor is the fact that in Singapore linguistic cleavages 

are accentuated strongl� by ethnic and religious cleavages.\ In seeking often 

to underplay.the.aspect of linguistic differentiation in, national life, admitted

ly one way of managing linguistic diversity, reference is often made to other 

multi-lingual communities in Europe, especially Switzerland- It must however be 

noted that in these communities race and religion do not significantly add to 

the language problem. In SWitzerland, linguistic variety has a geographical 

locality dimension to it, and many other features unique to Swiss social and 

political life help explain the language situation. In the Singapore cOntext, 

Chinese, Tamil and Malay have to be seen a�re than means of co�icatio7 but 

also �s symbolic of ethnicity and supported by weight of historical and cultural 

tradition. Consequently, the formulation of policy has had to take into account 

the fact that cultural·and political issues are interwoven with language policies. 

\!he aspect of politicization needs further clarification, for the 

sources of current difficulties could lie here. The-politicization of 



education, which in Singapore has its roots in the evoluti_on of different 

media of instruction school Jtreams ., is not a unique phenomenon in the post

colonial development of plural societies. Education, final)' es�lished as 
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a means of defining a political identity and as a key to QCCUpa�onal aobility 

and elite status, has been looked upon as follows: 

In all cases of inter-group adjustments problems of educational
policy are central and upon arrangements made for the control 
of schools and curriculum will depend the success or failure of 
the whole policy ••• the subordinate groups ••• watch the schools
with -hope and suspicion. (Yearbook of Education, p. 4) 

One study {Y-ea., 1973) of the 1945-55 period showed � language and 

education issues in Singapore wer� inseparable �rom political issues. The 

roles played by teachers' unions, newspapers, confederations of commercial 

organization_s such as the Chinese Chamber of Commerce, are s�gnificant, now 

as then, organi�ed as they are on linguistic lines and acting as pressure 

groups on behalf of their oommunitiee and language groups (Gamer, 1969). 

That the roles they play and the pressures they exert are often deserving of 

official disapproval is seen in .the handling of the newspaper crisis of 1970 

and the Malay Teachers Union National Schools proposal, 1970. Another case 

in point of the influence of pressure groups is the introduction, and subse

quent witl'drawal.under teacher union pressure, of the 1968 move to introduce 

the teaching of some subjects in the second language. Complaints voiced by 

teachers' unions were one reason for withh"awal. That such groups can · 

complicate the formulation and impleaentation of policies is beyond doubt. 

!The roots of politic�zation Po� to the third aspect of the problem

- the existence of a four stream moa..e1;r �ith separate 1?treams, seen µi some

quarters as symbolic of the equal treatment principle. The fact that consi

derable cultural pride was invested iu these separate language streams

complica.t.Je the issue because language policy has to be formulated and opera

ted within the four media framewo�k. 1Though schools-of all medi�-�e treated

equally, in recent. years there bas been a pronounced swing towards English

�ium achoQ_la� �r, since the bilingual policy is applied equally to

all schools and aaiipl.• opportunity prov.i.dad f� learning of mother tongues

this trend should not be a ma�ter for ,cqn�� Nevertheless, it poses a 

problem in that it has now to be shown that English mediwn schools can teach 

mother tongues �lly well since it is probable that the context in which a 



language is learnt is aignif icant for some pupils. The Prime M�ister was 

repoctad in 1974 as advi■in<J English educated Chinese parents that they 
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s�uld send their children first to Chineae echools·as the at:n:>sphere and 

environment· in a Chinese school were such that gt� six years of primary 

education their children would be effective in Chinese for life, provided they 

continued lea.rnin9 it at �c;>ndary level. 

Pinally, there is the pedagogic aspect, unfori:unate"ly ·in Singapore 

the poor cousin to all the above. The ideolization of language conUnues to 

persist, causing the formulation of problems and policies to 1::,e·very often a 

matter of politics rather than that of pedagogy.4 The professional's role

is seen as being primarily one of tilpl-anenta�: In these circunuit:ances the 

invaluable expertise and insights that are needed in the formulation of 

policy get short shrift. It is, for instance, clear that many hasty·and 111-

Nepared decisions have been· made with regard t.o language, as witnessed by 

the many reversals and· changes 11'1 strategies but the lessons seem to have 

been poot·ly learnt. Research evidence, experimental try-outs·, lmpareial 

a14sea8118nt.'etc, which would indicate that pedagogic concerns are paramount, 

are not pJ."cminient features of th� way language policy is arrived at or 

implementedj claims to a particular policy's political and social value and 

the urgency·with which the said policy must be applied - to all - is highly 

visible in policy statements. Even a casual look at the way bilingualian 

has been justified in the last decade will show that the pedagogic implica

tions did not get the attention they deserved. 

The factors outlined above all have had, and will continue to have, 

signif icantJ �oles to play in the formulati6n and implementaticn of language 

policy 11\ Singapere\• ·They underline the fact that many aspects of l�guage 

planning are inter-ielated in nature ,md that their• consequence� epi-11 over 

into areas not related to education. It should also be noted that develop
ments in non-educational areas can also,. aff� language policy - the � 

of industrialization and, in particular, the fact that multinational corpora

tions were the prime investors gave an unexpected boost to the demand for 

English medium schools and to the acceptance of Bngiish. Thus language policy-
making often entails a oompromise between the needs of political, social and 
economic objectives� With that said t.o acknowledge the complexity of the 

situation, it needs to be also pointed out that in so important an area to the 



national effort, and in spite of some modest achievements, there is little 

doubt that there is considerable dissatisfaction over ·the results. 

If the reooU!'lting of the above factors seems to J.?.iicate largely 

constraint�.under which policy must operate, the fact that there have been 

opportunities mst not be lost sight of. It should be 119ted that by and 

large a situation of linguistic tolerance prevails in Sini9apore. This is 

s 

to be seen at the no�-foi::mal level where a sort of folJt bilingualism prevails, 

responding to immediate situa�onal �eeds and allowing for considerable 

linguistic variation which is accepted without fuss. At the official level 

enlightened and firm leadership brooks no chauvinism and any attempt to use 
 

language and culture issues for sectarian purposes is harshly dealt with. 

The second point to note is the physical scale involved. (The physical 

geography of Singapore - am the recent shifting of population as a result of 

urban�sation - is such that no linguistic enclav�s exist to give linguistic 

heterogeneity a geographical identity./ Lines of communication are short and 

mass media tnfluences are uniformly ·a'i't; hence the political authority has 

no difficulty in making its views heard. 

It is alSIO true that· an evolvin9 political identity grounded on 

Singapore' has ,f�ectively,, amongst the young, loosened social and 

cultural ties \iith. 'parent' natJ.ons. This is to be seen in the fact that 

acceptance of Malay. as the national language is not questioned, and in the 

acceptance of biling\18.lism as a necessary social skill. Indeed it may be 

confidentlp stated that the goals of language .l?Olicy which, as pointed out 

earlier, are stated largely in political and social terms, are not in question 

but rather the strategies employed to achieve them. 

Policies am their Rationales 

Four major policies may be identified at work in the school system: 

i) The '""first, a legacy of· the 1956 All Party Report is that

the four languages designated as off;icial languages, English,

_Chinese, Malay and Tamil are available as media of instruc-

tion and in some cases, only for some subjects, even.at terti:�

level. Further, the languages can be taught as subjects and

pupils can choose to be examined in them. The rationale is



clear cut. ·It is stated that in a multi-ethnic OODlfDUnity 

with major language&, anything less than equal treatment 

would be tantamount to discrimination. 

ii) _ The policy of bilingualiam is juatified on the foliowing

grounds: it enhanees·national integr.tion by making

inter.:ethnic COlllllUilic:ation possible._ it �es the 

continuance of the multi..:cultural i,:,biit,1') -it ··gi�es the 

individual, and his ethnic group, a_ sense of 'identity and 
  COlllllllnity and finally, makes

Q 
possible wid� employment

opportunities� Thus, bilingualism is a goal that every 

pupil should attempt to attain to the best of his ability.

Specifically, the only languages that may be chosen are 

English and the puJ;>il's mother tongue, which for the 

Chin,ae is Mandari'1 and for the Indians, Tamil. English 

is to be learnt for its µt,ilitarian val�e, for employment 

and for guaranteeing access to the science and technology 

of the west. Bnglish, though a non-native language, is. 

consequently a major languag�, of dominant administrative, 

coamercial,.educational and social status. 

iii) The rationale offered for mother tongue: learni119 is. -that

it would give pupils insights into their etb{lic and <:Ill-·

tural identity 1and thus enable the maintenance and develop

ment of multi-culturaliam. The loss of identity - de

culturalisation - and the consequent rootlessness, seen

in the ·acceptance of some western values .and life styles

is regarded as a consequence of the loss of mother-tongue

competence.

iv) _The role of Malay as the sole national language is accepted

as being largely symbolic in nature. Nevertheless, signi

ficance is given to the l.anguage in school by providing a
pla�e for it in the.tiaetable at the lower seco�y levels.

6 

A brief sunnary of the m4jor strategies in the last 15 years will 

inclicate that movement has been swift. .'The establishment of integrated achools 

· was a major •tructural change �i� to encourage inter-ethnic mixing and

enhance language competencies.'� integrated school,. two or more language 
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streams share a COIIIDOn administration and cOD1110n facilities.� 1960, 

onwards, the learning of a second language became compul80%'y at primary level 

and from 1966 at secomary leve(, In 1966 and in i969 the second language 

became a compulsory examination subject at primary and secondary levels, 

respectively{S) A start was made in 1968 on teaching Science and Mathematics in 

English in a number of non-English-medium primary schoo1�(y'In 1969 and 1970 

re�tively, Civics and H1s1r0ry were taught 1n the mother tongue of 

the pupil in some English medium schools. The teac:Qing of history in the 

mother tongue was begun in Primary 3 but the policy was witbirawn a year 

laterG�n 1969 the teaching of woodwork, metalwork and basic electricity 1n 

English in Malay and Tamil medium Secondary l classes began. 

In 1969 it was decided that second language papers would be set and 

marked at a level two years lower than the first language. The following 

year the integration of the secondary level examination system was announced 
and since then the subject taken, the language used, the -Fading obtained and 

the grading authority have been recorded in a single certificate, common to 

all schools, irrespective of medium. Second language papers are also 

available at the sixth form and at tertiary levels. · In 1973 the weightage 

given to the second language paper in the Primary School Leaving Examination 

(PSLE) was increased to first language level. Each of the two languages 

carries twice as much weight as Mathematics or Science. 

_Three further� in the seventies underscored the urgency felt to 
make language policy more effective. One was the decision in 1972 to move, 

for prtmary sch:>ols, from an exposure ratio of 821 : 1a, teaching time between 

the first language and the second language to 60%, 401 by 1975. It was a 

decision that reflected the asSWllption that exposure time in school was an 

essential elelll'!nt in the attainment of.bilingual competence. such exposure 
time increases were to be attained ·by increased subject teaching in the second 

language. Secondly, a new subject, F.duoation for Living, an integration of 

Civics, History and Geography, was introduced in the.schools in 1974, to be 

taught only in the pupil's mother tongue. Art and crafts were also to be 

taught in the mother tongue while the use.of the mother tongue for Physical 

Education and Music wa_s �e option-al. 



A third measw:ef introduced in 1974 is the strategy of block time-
• ' 

f 
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tabling at Primary.land 2 in which closely related subjects like Science and 
-

• • ,. • 
-

C 

Mathematics. ta�ht in English were .grouped together to reinforce content an4

l,inguage learning. In 1975 aoo later in 1978 policy was altered to allow 

ac:hools greater flexibility in implementing language exposure and language 

instructio� time r�irements. 

Though lDallY a�s �f ·,Sirigapore' s language polic:ies have been open

to criticism "' it ·1s not to be assumed that only insubstantial benefits have 

accrued. It is possible to make out a case for success on at least three 

l,vels: 

1) It should be stressed that the tolerance exhibited towards

users of other languages in Singapore, the wil�ingneas to

take on the learning of non-ethnic languages, the efforts

to give minority lanc;uages a valued �lace in educational- . � . , 
· and social life among, other things, are a consequence o�

the firm and even-handed nature of major government policies.

Singapore is·. both a plural society am in a geo-political

area where langua� am culture are the badges of ethnicity
� • ♦ ,. 

and it could have been so easy� lose the balance over

language. That it has not happened is worthy of greater

praise.

ii) The second major area in which success may be reasonably

c;laimed is J.n the areas of literacy and increased bilingualism.

Ku9 (1914) has shown uaing the 1957 ancl 1970 Census data, that

there has been a 20 per cent .growth J.n J.iteracy in the intier

censal years and that differences i.n literacy among various

etb,nic--aex groups is cl�aing,�t:hue eqUalising opportunities
�tw..- groups .e<luc�tionally, economically and politicallyf
� also notes that the population as a whole continues to

become �ltilingual since all l&nguagea, except Tamil, have

gained higher -percentages of 9P&akera over the years. In so

far as examin.$tioa results are acceptable as an indicator of

bilingual attainment, examination results at the PSLE.indicate

that second language competence has risen -in some areas, and
that standards are improving faster at the secondary level •

In 1974 there were 58.9 per cent passes in Chinese as a second



language and S2.3· per cent in English as a second language 

in the PSLB. At the GCK "011 levelr there were 59.8 per 

cent· passes in Chinese as a second language ...S ·3&. per <H!llt 

passes in English as a seoom language. The relevant 

figures for '1969 were ·59.l per cent and 52 per-cent in the 
s PSLE and at "O" level, 10 per cent and 32 per cent=. 

iii) Although it is off'1cia.l government policy to give equal

treatment to all languages it is also clear that English

is seen as having a key role in increasing levels of

modernization and develc,pment in Singapore. This view is

justified on the gJ:OUnds that Bngliah is a world language

and the language of science and technology, that its

continued use Will mean continuity in administration .and

law, t�t it is the language of our multi-national: invest.ors

and (that it provides a neutral medium in which all racial

groups can compete at par.1 Widespread acceptance of this

view is one reason for the lopsided ratio or enrolment in

the English as opposed to the non-English stream. In this

context Kuo's finding that English has been making the most

progress in literacy, �t auch growth was evenly distributed

among the three major ethnic groups and that these trends

will�be maintained, augurs well for the role of English as a

vehicle of Singapore's modernization and also as a vehicle for

inter-ethnic cODIDW\ication. In general terms, increased

acceptance of �nglish available to all the. ethnic groups is
• • f • • 

likely over time to narrow sQCiO��nomic disparities based on

langu,age, and thus make lan�ge a less sensitive is�µe. 

Problems and Prospects 

Though there i� consensus about the broad aims of language poltcy in

Singapore there has been no end to criticism and anxiety over strategies pro

posed from time to time to achieve these tjbals. While, on the one hand such 

sustained reaction is evidence of lively concern on the part of parents in 

education, it is also proof of considerable dissatisfaction wi� Ministry 

proposals. 

9 
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J.n a previoua. study- ,(G9pinathi'n t 1970) j.t was pointed out that problems

over implementation could hav.e,,vilsen from the failure t� obtain relevant and 

d,rt:a'ilad 110C:.i.O-linguistic information about the language situation upon whiQh 
' 

.. 

• 

! 

r�alistic educational strategies cou.ld be fprmolated - and eq1,ially important, 
f 

• 

realistic.goals could be set.for language attainment. Though bilingualism 

has been a central feature of Singapore.' s education pol!:cy for at least two 

decades, much of the discu-asion has been on ,its pol!:tical jind social relevance, 

not on its pedagogic consequences. Ind"4, there has been no precise formu

lation of the objectives of the bili.119ual policy beyond ,st.a� that it would 

help inter-ethnic cOIJIDWlication and provide cult.UJ;41 ballast. There has 

been little critical examination of what the two concepts mean and of the 

curriculum proposals for achieving these through the school system. Too 

little attention has been paid,to. the detailil)g of be�vioural objectives· 

and the relative importance of the vuious language- skills within the two 

language� 

IlluEJtrations of micro-level p��lems caused by �ch an approach are 

easy to.find� For instance, pupils of.Chinese-ethnic origin using a variety 

of dialects all have to learn Mandarin as a 'mother tongue'. There is merit 

ii\ th4! argument that this means in effect that th�y are tackling two foreign 

langu�qet �t prJ,maey level (English 1s·c�ulsorily learnt either as first 
. �. 

or second langua(le), �� in the first year of primary school but to date 

very l,ittl, �s been done to examine the C?nsequences of such a strategy for 
language learni:nl:,J� retention arrl subsequent use.

Further, thobgh there was evidence aplenty that'bilingualism in 

educatic:m, interpreted as fad.il1ty· in· the second language at a level two

stages below'the first language requirement, was making excessive demands on 

the average pupil, little was done to re-examine attainment requirements� 

Indeed, it was asserted at one stage.that since bilingualism was of such 

social significance, it was preferable.for a pupil to know .t� languages 

imperfectly that·to know:only one langµage well.. T�, it is now a goal 

that at a min� ,pupils achieve literacy in at least o�e langu�ge plus a 

limited ability to speak and understand a second J_�age,_ it is necessary 

to stress tha•importance of a clear .definition of terms relating to achi,ve

ment levels, and indeed that these levels are realistically set. M�gful 
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�evels cannot� set without some under�ing of. th� relative hp)rt:ance of 

various language• and language skills in such a multi-lingual society as 

Singapore. It is obvious that languaqe is learnt·for its functional potential, 

that it 1a meant to .be used and that such use ·doeii bt;t take place ·•1n vacuo'. 

To choo'se skills and establish competence levels without sure knowledge -of• 

their functi
on;::� 

wasteful and l.netficieiit and''llkely, evtihtualll" to

frustrate the 

Further, 1�� aanpet�•- i;s -1�· by means (!If �ventional �al 

and written tests but knowledge does QO't; alway.a iq>ly �ffec��e perf� 

or behaviour. · It is a pity �so th4� tQ .. date no revJ-,,w has. � place of 

the t���el d�ffereru:e in �111¥JUMe a�ta.t.m�t-- �i�a_,"!_Vis first and_,-eoorwi 

language-. The -basi• f� such a level hlls -.not been made publ;i.c � it ,1� 

l�ely �t it_seemed a reasonable lr,ei: and nQt pa�--0� _any stmy� of actual

language use in Singapo,re. -The continued u-,e pf this clevice and othei measures

of at�t needs to,be ��ful�y evaluated in the Ught of the ��t1:1r•�
7 of. language tea�ng, � of its valJdity. 

The po�t about the_ importance of thorough and reliable evidence 

about language status and use in Singapore cannot be over-stressed. It is a,. t - ,, 
pity that though language policy is a basic corner stone of educational 

policy and widely regarded as being of paramount political and social importance, 
. . -

so little has been done by way of research. In the Primary School Leaving 

Examination, only the first and second l:anguaqes, Soience ,- and Mat�tics 

are examined, and language, both ·as a subject and as a medium of instruction 

has a prominent place in the primary school curri�lum .. Inpeed, ,�c;e a 
PSLE pau ia ne�essary for_prOIDQtiOJl to the s�nduy .1-.vel

! 
language competence 

is a key d•��t of progress up the educ•tional ladde:r. Yet, 1n such areas

as the,�eitiion, zetenti�n and use of l�t1g4!, � nature and place of

motivation i,n tpe i�ng of �11� and the mo� toDcJu• .. the nature and
. 

. 

scope of language inter�erence in the Sj,ng�e.-09.nt�,. influance of� 

linguistic environment upon readiness for language learnJ.ng in school, nature 

am effects of languAge learning ai: ktndergartim level, effects of exposure 

time and length of acbooltng upon language attainment, optimal time for 
increaaes in-exposure to the second language, the influence of school typ4!s 

(integrated, sfngle-atreaia, Chinese and English) upon motivation and language 



learning, the cultural and political framework of language policy-making, to 

name only a fe'1; -we· need· -to 1tnoii flir more than we do at presenb·. S 
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It.has be,n.p(>i�� out earlier .tha� the content of laneuage courses 

has to be or�ed in ��on to tpe functional range of the l�g� 1.n 

qu�tiQn .in +he &P<;.iety �p�ed., J:t shqµld b, _m�� to ic¥tptify ,.,_ in 
gener� tera, the compl-,nen� or cpnpe�i.tive ���� ran9.f!S. p�. �fferf?Jlt 

languages in a particular multi-lingual society an:i to pQStul.a.t� also, 

different levels or degrees of proficiency required for the active u•e of the 

langu�it- for the different functions '(Gorilan, 1967). Rubin (1972) has 

pointed� that in the .specification- of language skills, both skills {ability 

to speak, reaill, -writ�; translate and/-or understand aural material) and aspects 

of langtiage to be measureit (phonolc,g:Ecal, lexicai or graanatical) must be 
precisely stated. '''th� 1-angbage mix in' Singapore, as pointed out in the earl.f.ier 

section, 1s a highlyb:aplex one, and the paycho-loqi-tal and peciagogibal conse

�e• of language t,olicie-s need to be carefully understood. At the social 

level it needs to be remembered that languages officially equal need not be 

socially equal, am that some hard wori language skills may have only limited 

functional use. What is needed is a continuing awareness, a sensitivity to 

such·probleqand a refusal to seek comfort in expediency. All these are only 
·,� J . ... , 

possible with knowledge that only research can provide. The failure to commit
r .. ');. • ; � •J./' , • f ,,. 

resources to research will continue to lead to strategies founded on intuition 

and inadequate experimentation.  

Xf there is oae area in 1tbich no ·complaint can be voiced it is in the 

number of initiatives to improve language learning. These have ranged from 

prestigious awards (named after the Prime Minister) for outstanding bilingtta.l 

attainment to the proposal: that prizes ·be ··given to the schools which managed 

to so ·order their timetable-that the twin goals of sufficient exposure time 

aoo·btoeJt:tiJlietal:>liftg were a:ehieved. Almost every strategy has had its share 

of detractorl!f, and 'the pat:tern is for the several teachers' unions to publicly 
approve but counsel caution-when.a new strategy is announced� 

The sti;ategy of �bject �,q�� in the IM)c�. language and,t;he related 

consequences of increa&e<l exposure.� is WQrthy Qf c�o�er ��ation. The 

stratecn was justifie(l on the grounds that by using the second,l�g� as a 
medium of instruction, chi!�en would be eJ(p()sed to �e language for a much 



longer period and moreover would 1.be compelled to speak it, write it �d use 

it as a tool of cam:nunication. Subject teaching in the secooo language 
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implied increased exposure and it was also co�fidently asserted then that 

there was no.basis for fears that this policy would lead ,to a lowering of 

standards in the first language and in subjects taught in the second language. 

in 1972 a time-table for _increases in exposure time for the second language 

was announced. This was to be increased from 18 per cent to 25 per cent in 

1973, 33 1/3 per �ent in 1974 and 40 per cent of curriculum time in 1975. In 

1974 the schedule was given a boost with the introduction of F.clucation for 

Living, to be taught only in the pupil's mother tongue. The present policy 

is to allow schools some flexibility in teaching in the second language 

(except for EFL) and in exposure time requirements. 

It should be borne in mind that quantitative increases in exposure 

time through the use of second language in subject teaching need not lead to 

significant increases in proficiency and that other related factors need to 

be taken into consideration in assessing the usefulness of such a strategy. 

If such a strategy can be shown to lead to increased competence in the two 

languages, the 'costs' of such im�vement ought to be considered in evaluat

ing success. No hard evidence is available from Singapore as to just how 

much such a strategy has contributed to increasing second language skills. 

Research evidence elsewhere on consequences to attai�t in the various 

subjects points to what the 'costs' might be. MacNamara_ (1969) �s indicated 

that the teaching of Mathematics at least through tne medium, of the second 

language does not benefit the second language while it has a detrimental 

effect on children's progress in Mathematics, while Mallerbe (1965) has shown 

that in subjects like Geography and History where language plays a greater 

role both in communication to and in expression by the pupil, some loss of 

mastery is to be expected. As the need to learn English and the mother 

tongue is expressed in terms of their usefulness in employment and identity 

formation respectively, the possibility that the strategy adopted might 

paradocically lQad to decreased competence both in valuable content aoo 

language, needs careful study. (See page 21) 

Two other related questions, answers to· which might provide alterna

tives to present strategy,. need also to be examined. The practice in Singapore 

is to begin the study of the two languages in the first year of schoo� and b?
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regard each pupil's readiness for language learning as being the same. 

Teachers have been given no means with which-to gauge language com.petencies 

at the 'entry stage·even though early grouping on such a basis would make 

possible the adoption of more suitable teaching methods. Also, it has been 

postulated (Giles 1969) that there is an optimal period of readiness- to learn 

a second language based C?n the child's conceptual ability to handle the two 

language systems. If this assumption is valid, current practice· in starting 

second language instruction from the _first year may be causing unnecessary 

difficulties. It is not proposed that policy be altered on the basis that 
this assumption llligbt well be true, but it does point � a possibility and it 

ought to be kept in milld. 

A policy change proposed in 1977 Offers another case in point .. The 

change allowed pupils to be retained at any of the six levels of primary 

education and moved to a Basic Course with a simplified vocationally-biased 

one-language �riculum (plus oral fluency in a second language) if they failed 

three times during the�. six-year course. Promotion in the normal course was 

based on succe�s in the follo�ing subjects - Language 1, Language 2, and 

Mathematics in Primary 1 - 3 and Science as well in Pri!IIU'Y 4 - 6. There was 

a strong possibility of pupils being sent to the Basic Course largely on the 

basis of poor language ability, with pupils·studying Mathematics and Science 

in their second language being twice handicapped. Is the implied assumption 

that poor ·1anguage skills mean cognitive deficiency valid? ·xs there justifi

cation for testing second language competence so early? These and other 

questions raised earlier underline the need for hard evidence on which to 

base policies and strategies.9

The increased exposure time strategy has had consequences in another 

area - on the teachers. The pressure on teachers (those not teaching in the 

medium of English) has come about through two ca�ses. One cause haa:been the 

decline in enrolments in non-English medium schools causing a surplus of teachers 

trained. to teach in the mother tongue, and the other the·· need to have teachers 

able to teach English, Science and Mathematics in English, and F.ducatton for 

Living in the mother tongue. There was the inevitable movement o:f some teachers 

between the media of instruction and some have had to teach Science and �..athe

matics in English in non-English medium schools while others had to teach 

Education for tiving in the mother tongue. The situation that prevails is that 
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some students are thrice-handicapped - learning a subject in a second language, 

often their weaker language, being taught by a teacher in what is often the 

teacher's weaker language and having (for Science and Mathematics) to use 

textbooks prepared for pupils learning the subject in the first language. The 

amount of dissatisfaction that this situation must generate must be considera

ble and the consequences for pupil mastery of content and language equally 

serious. The vast majority of teachers teaching under such conditions in

evitably prove to be poor models for the speaking skills required to pupils. 

It is cOlllllOnplace in Singapore to blame pupils when they are found wanting in 

skills; given the circumstances detailed above it is a wonder that they do 

well at all. 

One further example of failure pertinent to the problem of language 

acquisition and use needs to be mentioned. Very little attention baa been 

paid, to date, to the problem of text materials. Syllabus revision to date 

in the non-language subjects has concerned itself with content revision am 

little attention has been paid to the language dimension, even in subjects 

to be taught in the second language� For example, publishers to date have had 

no guidelines.on the preparation of textbooks.intended for use among pupils 

learning the subject in their second language. The one experiment that sought 

some matching between language level and content presentation, the Primary 

Pilot Project was pha.sed·out, without the reasons for its supposed failure 

being clearly examined. A related problem is that the range of non-textbook 

materials available for pupila who have taken one of the four languages as a 

second language is limited. The need is greater in the mother tongue ·languag�s

Language skills atrophy without use am printed materials provide opportunities 

for practice in reading and comprehension skills. As a result of the use of 

simplified Chinese characters and the use of the reformed Malay spelling in 

our schools a lot of existing material has become unreadable for our pupils. 

Even at present most existing materials are only partially useful for they 

were meant for first language readers. This is thus clear evidence of the need 

to tackle language problems on a broad front. 

The practice of setting language goals with political and social con

siderations in mind has given rise to another problem. The particular 

Singapore variant of bilingualism is English for its usefulness for empl'oyment 

and as a language of science and technology and the mother tongue for cultural 
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identity and roots. There is apparently a good precedent for such an 
.. 

approach. A Chinese saying states 'Chinese learning. for founda�ion� Western 

learning for use'. What is also true i� that among the Chinese-educated 

there is likely to be an ambivalence in_the .attitude they have towards 
. -

English; Kuo (1977) su�gests that there is.� love-bat4! ,rela.ti�hip with 

English seen as being both modern and �eca:d�t. SaDetbing of this dualisn 

may also be found at the political level. At �s level, nation building is 

� be managed through. the inculcation of non-culture-specific values such as
.. 

�alty, discipline� effort and a commitment to the triumvirate - multi-

rrcial.1•, multi-eulturalism and multi-lingualiam. The emphasis here is

f4)Z'Ward-loolting, modernistic. English, in this context, though foreign, is 

encouraged for its utilitarian value, for progress and modernization. At 

tlia same time, there is the policy of encouraging a sense of· ethnic ;identity 

f� the pirposes of cultural ballast, talk of Asian values, and further, of 

r,«J�ing these values as being inherent in the pupil's mother tongue. There 

ip the insistence that efforts must be made to avoid deculturalization - in 

the Prime Minister's words ••• 'we understand ourselves, what we are; where 

w, came from, what life is or should be about and what we· want to -do'. Arw:l 

s�aking of the JDPther tongue' • .-. it's not just learning the language. With 

the language go the fables and .proverbs. It is the learning of the whole 

v.iue system, a whole philosophy of life that. can maintain the fabric of_our 

scpci_ety intact ••• ' (Lee, 1972). This is unmistaubly a 'great traditions' 

a��ch and in the context of multi-cultural Singapore this particular view

of. language roles had considerable educational significance. 

The syll�s and medium of· instructio� used for;F.ducation for Living 

iJlustrate some of these probl�s. The assertion �t 'it is difficult to 

pass on these values through a second language ••• if we want to use the 

existing trad�tional cultures as our 'ba$8' we should use,the mother tongue 

as the medium of instru<::t1�q for <>Ql� in this_way can the essence. of these 

cultures be absorbed' needs more evidence of it'- validity than is .currently 

available. The neat balance such a strategy provides for exposure time 

between first ;ang second l�guage makes it appear a convenient t.im«tabling 

exercise. As a large nUIDber of pupils learning the subject are doing so in 

their mother tongue, wh,ich for many pupils in the English stream is the 

weaker language, _it is likely that harm is being done both to content and 
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language acquisition by pupils. Is this 'cost' an unavoidabl.• oonsequenoe.J.n 

the road to effective bilingualism? Even if t�s is accepted, it is nec:e� 

to ask, if, in deciding upon and reconmending teaching methods of English and 

the mother tongue; wliether such methods as have been recommended have taken 

note of the different -goals for which these two languages are _being taught in 

our school system. The ·syllabus is silent on goals, and it is to be doubted 

that systematic efforts have been made to match the linguistic component and 

teaching method to objectives. And as the learning of the mother tongue is 

both through study of the lan;ruage itself and through subject teaching, it 

W0Uld be useful to know what modifications have been made to teaching methods 

to acC01111110date this approach. 

Indeed it might be pointed out that in the particular way in which the 
r t �. -.. -

policy for the learning of English and the mother tongue is justified an 

important elenient is missing. In a plural society like Singa�re, inter

ethnic mixing and cross-cultural communication are important goals. It is 

surely not enough to be aware of one's ethnic roots - there are dangers in 

that too (Gopinathan, 1976 11, 111). What is also necessary is an �ility and, 

more importantly, a desire to know and understam other ethnic groups. It 

would appear that English, with its future status as a common language known 

by all, could serve ·to bring about the ability to know about other ethnic 

groups but if Lambert (1967) is correct about his distinction between instru

mental and integrative approaches to language tAiaching and their consequences 

for attitude formation, it would appear in the Singapore context that the 

desire to know may be absent. F.ducation for Living could be said to have met 

the content requirement for knowing something about other groups but the 

requirement that it be taught in the pupil's mother tongue means classes 

segregated along language lines a.rid such a context can hardly be called inte

grative. Further, the absence of-literature in a course iritended to promote 
lO cultural .. identity ��s explanation. 

This paper began with the assertion that language policy has always 

had a central role in· education and that the goals set have had larger politi

cal and social consequen-ces� It was pointed out· that the po1itieizat:1on of 

langu,age was an inevitable consequence when access to political and economic 

power was founded on 1-nguage· ability. It was also noted that language policy 

cannot l»·oonsidered in isolation am that the solutions proposed should 
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therefore note the. multi-dimensional nature o� the problem._ SQ.c� an ��-

.. - .i. . 

standing is however only likely to come from trained ec\ucat�sts and itt is 
• a.._, 

in this context that the continued �l���c�za��on of lan911age __ is 11.t-el_y �r 

prove most troublesane. Given the history of our segmented, educational 

system, there is, of course, a need to move with tact and consideration.but 
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it must � equally clear that ,r.o11��l author_itY,_ must see �ta way to .. giv_ing.

a much greater role to pedagogic experti". Equally, while the views of 

vested groups such as teachers' unions must be taken into account as their 

claims to be heard are not entirely without �ounclation,_ the rol,es t;hey should 

be allowed to play must be decided with reference to the nature of their 

vested interest. 

It is perhaps time for a complete review of the strategj•• involved 

in language teaching. In such an impor�t area of education with its man1�- ·, 
fold consequences, there·is_need to involve a wid� spectrum of expertise and 

interest in reviewing policy. such a review undertaken e�ther through the 

setting up of a special commi�sion of inquiry or specialist committees can 

only begin .. ,-ork when detailed �io-lin�stic information on the language 

situation is available. Efforts to obtain such information DlUSt be begun 

without delay - and any further ·initiatives in language policy must await the 
. 

. 

accumulation and consideration of such information .. · Professionalism and 
r 

11expertise are the only possible answers to our language problems. 

Postscript 1979 

Since the above paper was wx-ittei\ in mid-1977 new initiatives -1n 

education have contJ.,nued unabated and t.he$e have had consequences for language 

policy. -Innovations made prior to the �Ucati.on of the Report on the 

Min�etry of i'd,i9ation, 1.978 (Goh R�rt) ha,ve been discussed in another 

paper (GopiMthan, 1979) and are only ·briefly dealt. with here.. The Goh Report 

as it rel9:tes to language policy is however discussed. 

In order t.Q_,facilitate Singapore's development as a major industrial 

and financial centre the Mipistry of -Ed_ucation has extended the number -of 

languages students may study�. Pup.ile w.i,.ll now _be allowed, if they az:e suffi

ciently competent in the two �fficial languages to study a third language·. 
. 

. 

French, German or Ja��se are the des.t,gnated l�guages and any one of these· 

may be offered as a secoo:1 language in the Singapore-Cambridge GCE 'O' level 



examination. 

At the school level, in order to ensure bilingual competence and as 
• I 

a response to the danger of deculturalization, seen as being �•ed by the 

drift to English medium schools, and to keep at least some .Chinese schools 
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an attractive option to pupils the government moved to keep al�ve and enhance 

the traditions of the premier Chinese schools. It is hoped that the charac

teristic ethos of these schools strengthened by an infusion.of good teachers 

aoo the cream of pupils who passed the PSLE would provide an environment that 

would aid both bilingual attainment and the inculcation of a stable and rele

vant value system. The government has selected nine premier Chinese medium 

secondary schools to be attended, by invitation, by pupils in the top 81 of 

the PSLE. It should be noted here that the overwhelming majority of students 

in these nine .schools would be ethnic Chinese. A Special Assistance Plan 

would allow pupils from these schools to attend additional ("illlnersion") 

classes conducted in English in other English medium secondary schools, a 

move that underlines the.current emphasis on English competence. It was 

reported that a higher level of language competence in two languages was to 

be expected from these chosen few. 

l-lajor changes have also been made at the sixth form and university 

levels. Bilingualism will continue to be expected at primary and secondary 

levels, and indeed promotion from primary to secornary, from secondary to 

pre-university and from pre-university to university will depend upon good 

grades in language. From 1979, pupils will be required to have obtained a 

pass (Grade S8) in the second language in order to gain admission to Pre U 

classes. Emphasis at the sixth form and tertiary level has however now 

switched to the use of English as the main medium of instruction. Students 

in pre-university. classes �ill now be assessed as to their levels of compe

tence in English and much of pre-\lniversity teaching in the first year, at 

least for those weak in English or come from non-English medium secondary 

schools, will be on language studies. The pre-university course has now also 

been extended from two to three years for students weak in English and the 

junior colleges will now be reserved exclusively for students in the two 

year course. The aim is to prepare these pupils for comnon university 

examinations, a consequence of the Joint Campus programne (JCP). 
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Under the JCP all first year matriculated Nanyang Univers1ty students 

fran the Faculties of Arts/Social Sciences, Science am the Schools of 

Business Administration, and Accountancy will have common syllabi, attend 

COIIIDOn lectures, tutorials and sit for canmon examinations with their counter-

parts at the University of Singapore at the campus of the University of 

Singapore. 

Thest! significant struc�al changes outlined above underline the 

C0111Ditment of the government to make the bilingual policy and its implementa

tion more effQ<:tive. The Goh Report is outstanding for the frankness with 

whf� it detaµs the pr9blems of the systan and in �tiCUlar the effects of 

various language poliJ:;_iea and implementation strategies. It is now realised 

that in.spite of earJ.ier sanguine assurances of maintenance of standards, . , . 
language standards had in fact fallen both in English and in non-English 

12 
mecSium schools� that solutions needed to be urgently formulated. The

Prime Minister himself has described bilingual achievement among pupils as 

"patchy" - he felt that only about 20I could be termed bilingual, defined as 

'very much at home in one language and perhaps adequate in the second language'. 

The Goh Report found that more than 601 of pupils failed to attain minimum 

competency levels in one or lx>th languages; that regression was likely to have 

taken place.after pupils left school; that functional use of languages in 

terms of reading newspapers and books was low and that standards in English 

had fallen in both non-English and English medium schools. 

There is now greater awareness of both the persistence and ·range of 

dialect use and the problems this posed for the learning of the school languages, 

�arin and English. It is now accepted that pupils.would be unequally 

endowed. as reg�ds language learning abilities and that the home environment of 

pupils can have a significant effect on efforts made by schools to teach lang-
. . 

uages. The government howev� feels that Singapore has no choice but to pursue 

its bilingual policy and that while concessions may be made for weaker pupils, 

those capable of high :Qilingual achievement must be identif ie<:l; provided 

special opportunities and challenged to do their best. It is for this reason 

that government has risked criticism wi.th its "super schools and super pupils" 

policy - a policy which the Malay Teachers' Union (Straits trimes, 29/12/1978) 

described as "tarnishing11 the government's policy on equal·opportunities and 

treatment in education. 



Unfortunately, while the Goh Report's proposals are an improvement 

on the Basic Course solution to the problems of poor language attainment 

they do not effectively remove the hamicap a vast number of pupils face in 

d�ling with school languages; the Report notes that for as, of the pupils 

2l-

the languages of the home are not the languages of the school. �lr adequate 

diagnostic procedures, a compensatory programme aimed at reducing language 

deficits and postponement of streamin9 on the basis of language attainment 

until after the fourth year can make the system more equit4ble. �hough there 

is little disagreement both with the need to identify linguistic talent and 

provide varied options to meet ability differences it seems to this writer 
. r 

that the policies and strategies have not been considered c�ef�ly enough. 

The integration principle has been sacrificed at the secom� level in the 

case of-the nine �hools, curriculum differences have emerged between various 

groups of pupils· at the same level, and the damaging spectre.of examinati�n 

failure continu�s to reign at the primary level. While the acceptance of· 

lowered levels of language attainment for the majority of pupils and the 

�ension of years in school are likely to be beneficial to language at�n

ment c�rent efforts have introduced a large measure of differentiation 
within the school system, thus affecting progress towards a unified school 

13system. 

There is now, as mentioned earlier, a greater awareness of the com

plexities of the language learning aituation. One major strategy in second 

language teaching has been the steady increases, since 1972, to Language 

Exposur.e T� (LET). �incipally, this has meant increases to curriculum 
ti!ne alloted to teaching of and teaching in the second language - and in the 

�pre-primary classee there is now both an earlier start and equal exposure. 

The point. made in the earlier section about too much dependence upon increases 

in exposure tiae to improve. second language achievement bears repeating. 

Increased exposure alone cannot ·do much to improve proficiency if due atten
ti� is no� paid to other features of the language learning situation. Earlier 

increases in exposure time were attained by the policy of subject teaching in 

the second language. As pointed out in the earlier section such a l)Ol.icy .is ..., 
. 

.

likely to �ave consequences on achievement in the subjects taught in the second 
language, and'on pupils from different langqage streams. The Goh Report's 

finding that Science results suffered with no impr�ement to second language 
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justifies the earlier criticism. 

The latest innovation in language teaching strategy i� Pinlnersion". 

This concept takes the practice of increased exposure to language a step 

further. Its use as a strategy is seen in the Joint C�us PX'ogr,8.IJlll8 and 

in the 0 iamersion" classes for the top 81_of PSLE pupils. What can be said 

at this early stage of �his innovation? The imnersion strategy can be 

considered a variant of the integrated schools policy which sought, through 

combined language streams under a COIIIDOn school admini•tration, to provide 

opportunities for increased use of language in informal contexts. The few 
! . 

.. -

studies that have been done (Tan and Cbe"1, 1970, Tan, 1978) indicated little

significant improvement in second language proficiency as a consequence of

this variant of the lmnersion strategy. Tan states "that the .µi�ation .of

the Chinese and English media secondary schools·•� yielded no significant

effect on SL proficiency. School integration as currently pr4�sed does

not in itself improve SL abilities or use substantially." Early fee.iback

from the Joint Campus Programme indicates much the same thing (Straits Times).

Against this evidence must be set the rationale the Prime Minister has

offered for the :1,Jnmersion policy (Ministry of Culture, 1978). Mr Lee draws

his examples of the success of th� immersion strategy from 3 groups -

Chinese stream scholars sent abroad to do Science courses, science students

from the Chinese stream att�9-!the Univer�ity of Singapore and the per

formance of Singapore Armed Forces officers •. He himself points out that for 

the first two groups, the students were those with better results in their 

'A' levels. It must be noted further that these students have' had six years 

of secondary education and are older - the latter factor would imply a 
! 

. 

�learer perception of goals, higher levels of motivation and greater capacity 

to ensure the inevitable difficulties and frusqat.ions. For these reasons it 

�s doubted that their experiences and successes can be attributed JJrimarily 

to their immersion in an English-�peakiJlg enyironment and that such evidence 

i s adequate for a policy of immersion at lower seoondary level. 

There must be adequate appreciation of the psycho-linguµati� and 

sociolinguistic features of language acquisition and use if solutions are to 

be effective and the implementation strategies must be carefu).ly prepa.r,ci for. 

Above all there must·be careful and adequate research <19ne apout the language 

learning situation in Singapore. The immersion strategy as currently 



implemented at the secondary ievel needs re-examination. It makes 
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far too great a demand on the pupil. It is not sensible to expect even 

�igbt, and enthuai�tic 12 and 13 years old• to ccmplete a full day in 

school and then proceed to a different school for some three hours of inlner

sion, 5 days a week. such a strategy is even less acceptable when it is 

noted that in many schools i.rllnersion consists primarily of sitting in·on 

lessons in a regular classroom and' listening to subjects· taught again in 

Bllglish. It·aas already been noted that in some instances the language 

st;andama· of the 'host' school are in fact lower than that of pupils sent for 

inperaion while in others teachers have had to slow down and simplify lessons 

to. accommodate the 'guest' students. It is unlikely that the personal and 

edmim strat.ive 'costs' entailed in this strategy will be justified by the 

benefit.a•. to be accrued • 

The 1956 All Party Report laid the foundations of the education 

system on the basis of equal treatment, and language policies were seen as 

crucial to this goal. The intervening years have seen numerous initiatives 

to arrive at an efficient and fair policy on language. Language goals con

tinue to be important but it could be asked if the relentless purauit of the 

bilingual goal is not distorting the system and leading us to ignore other 

equally valid objectives of the system. It was noted earlier that major 

structural modifications have been made on the basis that they would promote 

language goals better and that this was cause for concern. It is to be hoped 

that with new hands at the helm greater consideration will be given to those 

fundamental issues.

The consequences for curriculum too need examination. Considerable 

increases have been made to language periods (English) at the sixth form, 

resulting in fewer periods for subjects like Geography, Economics, etc. 

Recent press reports quoted the Ministry as stating that "instead of teaching 

the content of the subjects, teachers should concentrate on vocabulary, sen

tence construction, language usage and meanings of different terms used in the 

subjects." (T. Ooi, New Nation 17/1/1979). Yet another proposal is that 

geography in Chinese secondary schools - except in the top nine - should be 

taught in English in order that standards of English can be raised. (Straits 

Times 13/1/1979). An earlier curriculum emphasis on Science and Mathematics 



a� the primary· level has lad to a reduction of bOth ti.ma and quality of. work 

in such subjects �ike History an� Geography. The current preposal•' for down

�ading content in favour of language at the sixth form will in their turn

affect achievement as well. 

It is c;l.ear therefore that though the Goh Report is an important 

milestone in the evolution of Singapore's education ,ystem many �ifficult 

challenges lie ahead. The promise of greater flexibility and caution is tb 

be welcomed. 
' 

The proposed census to }?e undertaken in 1980 will p:.ovide 

valuable information on language distribution and use and will provJ.de an 

accurate base on which realistic policies can be formulated. It is to be 
 

 

hipped that "a quarter century of poJ,itical battling /whic'4l has rougled up 

�e education systemn (Ministry of culture, 1978) is at an end and moze

�tional policies with an appreciation of pedagogical considerations wl\l 

become the hallmark of .a reformed education system. 
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1. Siingapora has fQtt ·official languages (English, Chinese, Mal.•y ·an,3 Tamil)

and one National Language (Malay) • All fou are available as" media of

instru�ion aM as second languages at both primary and �ary level.

Although English is at present the major medium of insttuctiJn at ter

tiary level, it is possible to study Chinese Language and Literature and

Malay Language and'Literature as courses.

Kuo provides the following figures for t.hOse claiming to 

'understand' English (56.61) Malay (61.31) �arin (59.41) 

Tamil (6·. 71) HOkkien (73. 71). Another study quoted by Dr Toh Chin Chye 

(Straits Times 29/3/1979) gives the following figures for main languages 

spoken at heme: chinese dialect (64.81) Mandarin (1.31) English (5.2\), 

Malay (7.81), Indian (1.81) two languages (8.21), others (0.71), no 

details (10.21). 

2. The Singapore system is better described as a two major. (English and

Chinese) - two minor (Ma.lay and Tamil) stream model. This was certainly

the cas'9 up to 1959. In the context of obvious parental preference for

education in the English medium schools, (enro�t in non:-English medium

schools fell fran 45.91 in 1959 to 11.21 in 1978) it can now be t&J1118d

one major (English) and one minor (Chinese) model. There has been no

enrolment in Tamil lll8dium Primary One _classes since 1975. Residual Malay

medium primary education exists on the off-shore islands. Equal emphasis

on two languages at the primary level has however made such media dis

tinctions less useful.

3. The terms 'bilingualian' and '100ther tongue' have distinct meanings

in the Singapore context. The first refers to the study, not of any two

official languages, but of English and a mother tongue. For a pUpil of

Chinese ethnic origin, Mandarin is decreed to be the mother tongue

(though for a majority of the Chinese ethnic group the home language

is Bokki.en) for the Indians, Tamil and for the Malays, Malay. The term

'mother tongue' is thus used to indicate ethnic affiliatic;,n rather than

the pupil's actual home language. It is possible too for pupils to learn

a mother tQngue that is not their own - it is estimated that some 40:per

cent of pupils fraD _'r4111il�speaking homes have opted .for Malay ·as their

mother tongue •
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4. The best 1.llustration of t:hi.s is the fact· that thougb there was conai

derable criticism and evidence that the uaplementeticn of.the- bilingual

policy nee<led a·thorough review, it took. the Prime �n,ister's active

involvement in the MOE and Dr Goh Keng Swee•s Goncern about educational

wastage and the prodµction of semi-illiterates in the school system to

bring about the necessary review. A decision on the PrilJAry Pilot

Projeqt was �lso taken ODly after MPs in Parli�nt oomplained about it.

S. However, even these figures may be misleading. Murray (1975) noted

that in the English stream many more students coul:d speak Mandarin than

could read Chinese but substantially more Chinese stream students could

read English than speak it effectively - a finding that points to the

need for more detailed ao:1 useful measures of language competence.

6. The point made in this paper about cOIIIDUility attitudes and actual

language use being at times at variance with prescribed use is seen in

the fact that the Indians prefer English medium schooling and are

represented in English medium schools far in excess of their proportion

in the population. A recent report indicated that many Indian pupils

were now offering 'Malay and even Chinese as a second language' (�

Nation 11/8/1976). When equal exposure time was first announced, the

Malays complained that their need was for more exposure to English, not

equal exposure to Malay and the policy was relaxed for them •. Civil

servants were at one stage required to pass Malay at the Standard One

level for confirmation, an attainment _that must for many have now lapsed

through little use.

7. This criticism was validated by the Goh Report. The general conclusion

stated in the Report is that the education· system made too great a demand,

language-wise, on a majority of st\Xlents. thus leading to failure and

wastage. The Goh Report concluded on the basis of a survey carried out

that the differences in actual attainment was in fact wider than the

two-level difference assumed by the Ministry.

8. It is of course true that some information is available from other coun

tries, but Singapore's multilingual mx is unique as are its socio-cultural

situation and education policies. We need to know, for instance, how



differential goals for language learning affect motivation to study the 

two languages, the relationship between teacher attitude to language 

and pupil attainment and subsequent Use, to name only two. 

The Basic Course reforms were criticised just 2 years later in the Goh 

Report;- principally, it laid the blame on inadequate planning and 

appreciation of the language potential and needs of..1.pupils sent to the 

Basic Course. It supported the view that "students leaving the Basic 

C.ourse would regress quickly to illiteracy." The Goh Report's proposals 

appear however to be based on similar assumptions - that a lack of bi

lingual proficiency is enough reason to stream pupils into sub-streams 

with different curricula·. Assessment of bi-lingual attainment is to be 

done at the end of the third year and calls by education to postpone 

assessment and streaming to a later date have been rejected. 

10. The Goh Report found itself critical of this too. It found much of the

content "irrelevant and useless'! though the Report stressed the value of

moral education. The Report however accepted the premise that "cultural

ballast or historical origins of their culture" ought to be taught in the

mother tongue. Thus the criticism that this would lead to classrooms

segregated on the basis of language during lessons intended to promote

cohesion under stress and "a commitment to a common set of values ••• "

remains unanswered. Indeed what is proposed is not just ethnic groups

be taught in their mother tongue but that they be taught 'ethnic history'.

11, The Goh Report which offers a substantial review and makes £ar-reaching 

proposals for both language policies and the reform of the education 

system is the first systematic review since the 1965 Lim Tay Boh Report. 

It is clear from the Report that even though it had access to all Ministry 

of Education studies it still bad to generate several studies to evaluate 

the effectiveness of various policies. The proposal to use the 1980 

Census to obtain more detailed information on language attainment and use 

is welcome news and �erlies the recognition that. language planning 

cannot be effective without detailed information • 

12 There has been in particular concern that the standards of English as a 

first language have fallen. The Institute of Education and the English 
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Language_and Literatur• Department of the University of Singapore have 
. . ... ' 

had to institute profi?iency tests. The head of the Civil Service has 

blamed bilingualism for this st'1.f:e of affairs. one propo&e4 solution 

to the problems of falling standards has J:>een hn attempt to recruit 

'native .speakers' from the United J.Cin.gdom to teach in Singapore schools, 

a move prOdlpted in part by fe�rs that standard English was losing ground 

to 'Singapore English' • 

13. The distressing tendency towards segregation of pupils either for

effective "culture teaching'" noted above, or for a high standard of

b�lingualism (super schools plan) or to ensure effective literacy (as

indicated by the proposal that the Chinese in the slower 20 per cent

should seek to be literate in Chinese but that �lays and Indians

should aim for literacy in English) ought to be reviewed. Differentia-

tion, grouping or streaming may well be useful in reaching language

goals but the other consequences are equally important. Socialisatton

of the weakest and brightest pupils in segregated settings must hinder

progress towards instilling a sense of comnon identity.

14. In an effort to sustain Chi��se medium primary education the government

had since 1973 allowed enrolment at the half year mark in the Chinese

medium primary schools. In �979 it allowed an estimated 4,000 pupils

of Chinese ethnic origin to begin sc�U.�g at 5 years of age in_ a pre

primary programme. The pupils will be exposed to a curriculum which

for the first time equalised exposure time between first and second

languages. The scheme will involve all S year olds by 1983.
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